
Fukui Airport,
the Gateway to an
Extraordinary Journey
through Fukui

Fukui Airport is convenient for private jets and chartered flights as flight 
times can be flexibly changed. Even urgent flights can be scheduled 
with a single phone call. Transportation and waiting time is minimized 
since you can schedule the departure and arrival times to fit your own 
plans, enabling maximum time in Fukui to fully enjoy the trip. We 
recommend traveling to Fukui on a private flight for not only trips with 
family and friends but also trips with business partners.     

Have a Special Private Trip

POINT

As passengers can transfer to a limousine or helicopter within the 
airport apron, you can smoothly and quickly get to almost anywhere in 
Fukui, allowing you to enjoy Fukui much more than just eating local 
specialties and visiting well-known tourist attractions. For example, you 
could experience traditional Echizen crafts, visit a local sake brewery, 
or explore the local history, culture, and townscape. Fukui’ s air travel 
network enhances your premium trip.

Smooth Transportation to Your Destination
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Air travelto Fukui
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Using Fukui Airport minimizes transportation time, enabling maximum time in Fukui to fully enjoy the trip.  

Fukui Prefectural Government Department of Public Works Ports and Airports Division ／ Fukui Airport Office 

https://enjoy.pref.fukui.lg.jp/en/



PHONE 0776・51・4066
Fukui Airport Office

Fukui Prefectural Government Department of Public Works Fukui Airport Office
50-1-2 edomenaka,Harue-cho, Sakai City, Fukui Prefecture 919-0412
［PHONE］0776-51-4066 ［MAIL］kuukou@pref.fukui.lg.jp

Fukui Prefectural Government Department of Public Works Ports and Airports Division
3-17-1 oote, Fukui City, Fukui Prefecture 910-8580
［PHONE］0776-20-0488 ［MAIL］kowan@pref.fukui.lg.jp

Inquiry

※This picture is a depiction 

As passengers can transfer to a limousine or helicopter within the 
airport apron, you can smoothly and quickly get to almost anywhere 
in Fukui, allowing you to enjoy Fukui much more than just eating 
local specialties and visiting well-known tourist attractions. For 
example, you could experience traditional Echizen crafts, visit a 
local sake brewery, or explore the local history, culture, and 
townscape. Fukui’ s air travel network enhances your premium trip.

Your Privacy Is Ensured!

Go Wherever You Want, Whenever You Want!

to Fukui

As with limousines, passengers can transfer to a helicopter 
within the airport apron, enabling smooth transportation to 
their destination. Destinations that require a long drive from 
the airpor t  can be reached in no time by helicopter,  
minimizing transportation time and maximizing time spent 
on exploring Fukui. 

Helicopter Rides Available

Please contact the charter flight operator about tour reservations.

Trip Duration（from Fukui Airport）

Destinations that require a long drive from the airport
can be reached in no time by helicopter.

Eiheiji・Katsuyama About 60minutes About 15minutes
About 40minutes

About 10minutesAbout 40minutes

By Car

About 1h30minutesObama・Wakasa

Echizencho・Mikuni

By Helicopter

Covering the main tourist at tractions and more, Fukui 
Prefecture has a program for ensuring the availability of 
heliports. The heliport construction application drawings are 
available on the Prefecture’ s website.  

Fukui Airport is just a short flight away from most cities; it only 
takes about 60 minutes from the Tokyo area and about 30 
minutes from the Osaka area. In addition, passengers can quickly 
go through boarding procedures and security checks. The 
departing times can also be flexibly changed and you can even 
make reservations for a private flight to leave the very next day.  

A Passenger-Friendly
Airport
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